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NET(R), Visual Basic(R), Visual Basic for Application(R) and Java(R) It combines the best features of those tools and comes
with built-in backward support for those tools and QBasic(R) as it is 100% syntax compatible to.. REALbasic is an awesome
tool, and I've wanted to try Objective-Basic for a long time.. KBasic looks promising, especially considering the price And then
there's always the option of running BSD/Unix/Linux-based tools in OS X, as well as Windows programs if you have an Intel-
based Mac.
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It runs on multiple OS platforms, and is reasonably fast for a pure interpreter.. It is related to Visual Basic and Objective-C
Chipmunk Basic is an interpreter for the BASIC Programming Language.. Basic programming language for os x BASIC
(Beginners' All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) is a family of general-purpose, high-level programming languages whose
design philosophy emphasizes ease of use.
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They wanted to enable students in fields other than science and mathematics to use computers.. Objective-Basic is a powerful
BASIC programming language for Mac, which is simply intuitive and fast easy to learn.. BASIC for Linux(R), Mac(R) OS X
and Windows(R) It is a new programming language, a further BASIC dialect and is related to VB.. Chipmunk Basic presents a
traditional (vintage) terminal-command-line programming environment, and supports a simple, old-fashioned, and easy-to-learn
dialect of the Basic Programming Language.. The original version was designed by John G Kemeny and Thomas E Kurtz and
released at Dartmouth College in 1964. Replace Access For Mac
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